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Abstract 
We define the t-uniform cube-hypergraphs of dimension , Q(n, t), and give two characteriza- 
tions of those t-uniform hypergraphs i ometrically embeddable into Q(t,n). This extends 
previous results of Djokovic (1973) and of Graham and Winkler (1984, 1985) for graphs. 
1. Introduction 
One aspect of the theory of hypergraphs, popularized and enriched by many 
contributions by Berge [-1, 2], is the extension of well-known theorems about graphs 
to hypergraphs. Here one is interested in hypergraph theorems containing the graph 
result as a particular case. Djokovic [3] gave a very elegant characterization f connected 
subgraphs, G, of hypercubes, Q such that the distance in G between any two vertices x, y 
of G is the same as their distance in Q. Later Graham and Winkler [4] proved another 
characterization f graphs which are isometrically embeddable in a hypercube. 
The object of this paper is to introduce the concepts of cube-hypergraph, embed- 
dings of hypergraphs and to prove the generalizations of the theorems of Djokovic 
and of Graham and Winkler. 
In a forthcoming paper we shall extend further results of Graham and Winkler 
[4, 5 ] and of Havel and Moravek [6] to hypergraphs. 
2. General concepts 
Let t>~2 be an integer. A t-uniform hypergraph H=(V,E)  is a pair of a vertex set 
V={1,2 ..... n} and a set, E, of edges, each edge kcE  being a subset of size t of V. Two 
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vertices are called a jacent if there is an edge containing both of them. For  t = 2 the 
concept of t-uniform hypergraph reduces to the concept of simple graph. 
If no hypothesis is made on the cardinality of the edges, we obtain the general 
concept of a (possibly nonuniform) hypergraph. Most of the concepts listed above can 
also be stated for general hypergraphs. But for our purpose we will restrict attention 
to the uniform case. 
A path of length r between the vertices x, y ~ V is a sequence x0 k 1 x 1 k2 . . .  x r_ ! k,x, of 
distinct vertices Xo,Xl ..... x, and distinct edges kl,k2 ..... kr such that Xo=X, xr=y 
and x~x~+l~k~+l, i=0 , . . . , r -  1. 
The hypergraph H is called connected if for any x,y~ V there exists a path in 
H between x and y. 
In the following t will be fixed and a hypergraph H means a connected t-uniform 
hypergraph. 
The length of a shortest path between x and y is the distance dH(x,y) between x 
and y in the hypergraph H. We define dn(x,x)=O for all xeV. Any two different 
vertices of an edge k have distance one. When H is connected, this distance dn gives 
a metric on V. 
H '  = (V', E')  is said to be a subhypergraph of the t-uniform hypergraph, H = (V, E) if 
V'_~ V, E'_~ E; note that H '  is t-uniform too. The subhypergraph H '  is said to be 
isometric if for any vertices x, y~ V', dn,(x, y)= dn(x, y). In Fig. 1, H2, H3 and H 4 are  
subhypergraphs of H1, H4 is isometric but H2 and H3 are not. 
An isomorphism ct from the (t-uniform) hypergraph H=(V, E) onto the (t-uniform) 
hypergraph H '= (V', E') is a bijective mapping c~:V~ V' such that 
{a,,a2 . . . . .  a,}6E <~. {~(a , ) ,~(a2)  . . . . .  ~(a , )}6E ' .  
In this case we use the notation H-H ' .  If ~ is an isomorphism, then it satisfies the 
condition 
( . )Vx,  yE V, x, y are adjacent in H ~ ~(x), ~(y) are adjacent in H'. 
I f  t = 2 (but not if t > 2), then ( * ) implies that ct is an isomorphism; an example for t = 3 
(resp. for t = q + 1) is given by H = H'  = (V, E), where V and E are the point set and the 
line set of the Fano plane (resp. of a projective plane of order q) and we consider any 
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permutation c~ sending three fixed collinear points onto three fixed noncollinear 
points. Note that any two vertices are contained in an edge, and that such ~ is 
a bijective map which preserves distance in both directions but is not an isomorphism. 
Moreover there exist bijective maps ~: V--* V' between t-uniform hypergraphs 
H = (V, E) and H '= (V', E') with t >/3, which preserve distance in both directions and 
preserve dges in one direction but not in the other: take E' the set of t-subsets of a set 
V', fix k'~E' and assume V= V', E=E'"\{k'}, ~=idv.  However, from the proof of 
Lemma 5, it follows that, for bipartite hypergraphs H and H', every bijective map 
7: V~ V' which preserves distance in both directions is necessarily an isomorphism. 
The hypergraph H=(V, E) is called embeddable in the hypergraph H'=(V',  E') if 
there exists a subhypergraph H" of H '  such that H ~ H". If, moreover,H" is isometric, 
then we call H isometrically embeddable in H'. 
A subset M ~ V is convex if 
x, y ~ M, z E V, dH (x, z) + dH (z, y) = d~ (x, y) implies z ~ M. 
For two hypergraphs H = (V, E), H '  =(V' ,  E') their cartesian product H [] H' has the 
vertex set V × V' and the edge set 
{k x {b'}lkeE, b' ~V'}w{ a} xk' la~V, k'eE'}. 
Note that if H and H' are t-uniform, then H [] H' is t-uniform too. 
Let H=(V ,E)  be a t-uniform hypergraph and let be x, ye V. I fx  and y are adjacent we 
define 
H(x,y) := {ze V I dtt(x,z)<de(y,z)}. 
We define a hypergraph to be bipartite iff for any edge k = {al, a2 .. . . .  at} and any 
vertex xeV there exists an index j such that dn(x, aj)<dn(x, ai), i.e. such that 
xeH(aj, aO, i, j= 1, 2 .. . . .  t, j ¢ i. For example, Hz and H 3 in Fig. 1 are not bipartite. 
For t = 2 we get the usual concept of bipartiteness. 
Note that our concepts of subhyperyraph, cartesian product of hyperyraph and 
bipartiteness differ from those given by Berge [1,2]. 
Lemma 1. Let H = (V, E) be a bipartite hypergraph and k = {al . . . . .  at } ~E an edge. 
(i) For i, s = 1 ..... t, and i # s, we have 
H(al, a~)=H(ai,k):= {z~Vldo(z, al)<dn(z, aj) , j= l,2 ..... t , j  # i}. 
(ii) The sets H (al , k), H (a2, k) ..... H (at, k) are not empty, and V is the disjoint union 
of them. 
(iii) For any vertex ze V there exists an inteyer d>~O and an index i, such that 
dn(z, al) = d and dn(z, at) = d + 1, j = 1, 2 . . . . .  t, j # i. 
Proof. (i) follows immediately from the definition of bipartiteness. To verify (ii) and 
(iii) consider any vertex z~ V and the edge k = {al, ..., at }. There exists an index i such 
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that d:=dH(z, al)<du(z, afl, j= l ,2  ..... t, j4:i. In view of du(z, afl<<.dH(z, ai) 
+du(a~,afl=d+ l, we have dH(Z, aj)=d+ l. [] 
Note that statement (iii) of Lemma 1 is also true for the case z~k, with d=0.  
For any edge k= {al,az . . . . .  at}, let 
Hk := {H(al,k),H(a2, k) ..... H(a,,k)}. 
Lemma 2. Let H =(V, E) be a bipartite hypergraph and k = {al ..... at }, k '=  {bl . . . . .  b, } 
be any of its edges. Then either it is 
Vi: }k' c~H(al, k)l=l (1) 
or  
qi: k' ~_H(a~,k), l <~i<~t. (2) 
Proof. Suppose k '~ H(ai, k), i=  1 .. . . .  t. We have to prove (1), i.e. that k' is a transver- 
sal with respect to HR. We can assume bleH(al,k) and b2~H(a2,k). Then 
dH(bl,al)=d, dn(al ,bz)=d+l,  du(bz,az)=d, dn(bl ,a2)=d+l and moreover 
du(bl, aft = dH(b2, aj) = d + 1 for any j = 3 . . . . .  t. From the bipartiteness it follows that 
for a 3 there exists an index j, 3<<.j<~t, say j=3,  such that dH(a3,b3)=d and 
dH(a3, bs)= d + 1 for all s :/: 3, 1 ~< s~< t. Thus k'c~ H(al, k)= {bl }, i= 1, 2, 3, and continu- 
ing in this way one obtains the lemma. [] 
We define a binary relation 0 on the edge set E. Let k, k' be edges of H: 
kOk': ¢> VAEHk: k'c~Ag=O. (3) 
It is clear that 0 is reflexive. By Lemma 2 the relation 0 is symmetric in any bipartite 
hypergraph. Moreover, for bipartite hypergraphs, we have 
kOk' ,~ Yank: Ik'nH(a,k)l=l.  (4) 
Now we shall consider a sufficient condition for 0 to be transitive: 
Vk={al  .... .  at}6E, Vi, l<~i<~t: H(al,k) isconvex. (5) 
Lemma 3. Let H =(V, E) be any bipartite hypergraph fulfillin9 condition (5), and let 
k,k' eE. Then 
kOk' ,¢~ Hk=Hk, .  
Proof. Suppose that k Ok'. Let be k = {a  I . . . . .  a t}  , k' = {bl . . . . .  b,}. By (1) and (3) we can 
assume bi6H(al, k), i = 1 ..... t. We shall prove H(al, k) = H(bi, k'). Suppose x~H(ai, k), 
xCH(bi, k'). Thus dH(x, bi)=dn(x, bfl+ 1 for some j ¢ i, 1 ~<j-..<t, and consequently 
bj~H(a,,k) because x, bi~H(a~,k) which  is convex. Therefore we obtain 
bl, bieH(ai, k), b i¢ bj, and this contradicts (1)-(3). Thus H(ai, k)co_ H(bi, k'). In the 
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same way one can prove H (bl, k') ~_ H (ai, k ), because a~• H (bi, k'), i = 1 .. . . .  t. This proves 
H(ai, k) = H(b ,  k') and finishes the proof of the lemma, as the converse is trivial. 23 
Corollary. I f  the bipartite hypergraph H =(V, E)fulf i l ls condition (5), then the relation 
0 is also transitive, and thus it is an equivalence relation. 
Remark 1. Note that the only place in this paper where we need condition (5) is to 
insure that in a bipartite hypergraph H the relation 0 is not only reflexive and 
symmetric but also transitive. 
If 0 is an equivalence relation, we denote by k* the equivalence class of the edge 
k6E. 
2. The eube-hypergraph Q(n, t). 
In the following we shall consider submultisets of the multiset 
X:-=-{1, l ..... 1, 2,2 ... . .  2 ..... n,n .. . . .  n} 
k ] k ) k ) y - (  y 
t 1 t 1 t - - I  
(in which every element has multiplicity t -1 ) .  The symmetric difference A A A' for 
submultisets of the multiset X is defined as for sets but counting the multiplicity of the 
elements, taking each element i with multiplicity mA~A(i)= [ma(i)--ma,(i)[. Thus {1,1, 
2, 3, 3} zx {1,2,2, 3,3, 4, 4} = {1, 2,4, 4}. 
The n-dimensional t-uniform cube-hypergraph Q(n, t) has the set of all submultisets of
X as vertex set, and any of its edges has the form 
k={a, ,a2  . . . . .  at}, a ,=aw{j , j  . . . . .  j} ,  
k ) 
v 
i - - l  
where i= 1 ..... t and A is some submultiset of 
X\{ j , j  . . . . .  j t  I ,  
k ) 
Y 
i - - I  
(possibly A=0). Thus Q(n,t) has t" vertices and n x t "-1 edges. 
It is easy to see that one can define Q(n, t) in an equivalent way as a pair with'the 
vertex set of all n-tuples {al, a2 .. . . .  a,} • {0, 1, ..., t -1}"  where an edge consists of all 
n-tuples which coincide on n -  1 coordinates while the one excepted coordinate takes 
on all values 0, ..., t -1 .  
Thus Q(n,t) is the n-times cartesian product Q(l,t)" of the edge 
Q(1,t)= {0 ..... t -  1} with itself. H1 in Fig. 1 shows Q(2,3) and whereas Fig. 2 shows 
Q(3, 3). 
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3. Embeddings of uniform hypergraphs into eube-hypergraphs. 
Let us state the graph theorems, which will be generalized to the hypergraph case. 
Theorem A (Djokovic [-3]). For a graph G the following two assertions are equivalent: 
(i) G is an isometric subgraph of a hypercube, 
(ii) G is a connected bipartite graph and for any adjacent vertices a, b of G the set 
G(a, b):= {x ~ V(G)Id~ (x, a)< dG(x, b)} is convex in G. 
Theorem B (Graham and Winkler [-4]). A graph G is isometrically embeddable in 
a hypercube if and only if G is connected, bipartite and the relation 0 on E(G) is 
transitive. 
Lemma 4. The t-uniform n-dimensional cube-hypergraph Q(n,t) is bipartite and has 
property (5). For any of its vertices (=submultisets of X) A,A' ~_X, their distance 
do(.,n(A,A' ) is given by the number of different elements in A AA'. 
For example, for Q(3,3) and A={2, 2, 3,3},. A'={1, 1,2,3}, AAA'={1, 1,2,3} and 
consequently dQ~3, s)(A, A') = l{ 1,2, 3}1 = 3. 
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Proof of Lemma 4. Consider any two vertices A,A' of Q(n,t) and the set 
M(A,A'):= {i~SlmA(i)#mA,(i)}. Then do~.,~)(A,A )~ IMI ,  because to get A' from 
A it is enough to consider I MI edges of type 
k={ax,axu{ j}  ..... a lu{ j , j  . . . . .  j } (6) 
k ) 
tV_l 
where a~ is a submultiset of X and j eX  does not occur in a~. Moreover, 
do,~.,~)(A, ')>~]M l, because very edge of any shortest AA'-path s of the form (6). 
Now consider any edge k, which we can suppose to be given by (6), and any vertex 
x of Q(n, t). If j appears in x with multiplicity q ~> 1, say, then obviously 
dQ~..t)(x, a lu{ j  ..... j})<dQ(,,,)(x,z), z~k, zCa lu{ j  ..... j}. 
J t ) 
Y v 
q q 
If jCx, then dq~,,o(x, al)<dQ~,.o(x,z )  z~k, z #aa. Thus Q(n,t) is bipartite. 
Now consider any edge k = {al, a2 .. . . .  at } and the set H(ai, k). We can suppose 
az=aa ~{ j  } ..... a,=a, u{ j , j  ..... j }. 
v 
t - - I  
A vertex x ~_ X o f /4= Q(n, t) is contained in H(ai, k) iff it contains exactly i -1  
symbols j. Now let A,A'e/4(al, k) and let B_X  be such that 
dn(A, B)+ dH(B, A')= dft(A, A'). Then B is on a shortest path in Q(n, t) between A and 
A'. It is obvious that B must contain the same number of symbols j as A and A'. Thus 
BEH(ai,k) and H(ai, k) is convex. [] 
Lemma 5. Let H=(V,  E) be a bipartite (connected t-uniform) hypergraph and let the 
relation 0 be transitive. Then H is isometrically embeddable in a (t-uniform) cube- 
hypergraph (whose dimension is the number of the equivalence classes of 0). 
Proof. For any equivalence class k* consider any bijection fk* of the set Hk onto the 
set 
{O,{k*},{k*,k*} ..... {k*, k* .. . . .  k* }}. 
k ) 
Y 
t - - I  
Because Hk=Hk, for k Ok', this definition does not depend on the choice of k~k*. 
Let E/O = {k*, k* .. . . .  k* } be the set of equivalence classes of the relation 0. For any 
xe V we define a submultiset x(x) of the multiset 
X = {k~' . . . . .  k*, k* . . . . .  k* . . . . .  k* . . . . .  k* }, 
k ,/ k ) k ) 
Y Y Y 
t -1  t -1  t -1  
n := IE/OI, 
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by assuming 
~(X):= {k.~E/ofk*(A)IAEHk, xEA }" 
Thus we have a map ~ : x ~ ~ (x) of the vertex set V of the hypergraph H into the vertex 
set of the t-uniform n-dimensional cube-hypergraph Q(n, t). 
Now we shall prove that :~ is an isomorphism and that ~(H) is isometric in Q(n, t). 
First we prove that 
if k={al  ..... at} is any edge of H, then ~(k) is an edge of Q(n,t). (7) 
The elements At= H(a~, k) of Hk are pairwise distinct, 1 ~<i~< t. Moreover, if k'eE and 
k'* # k*, then k is contained in one element Bj of Hk,. Therefore, in the multisets 
~(al),...,~(at), the element k* occurs with pairwise distinct multiplicities, 
my~.iAl!(k*) . . . . .  ms, lA,~(k*), and each element k'* e k* appears with one and the same 
multiplicity, m~.lRj~(k'*). This means that {~(aa), ..., ~(a,)} is an edge of Q(n, t). 
We show now that the subhypergraph ~(H)=(~(V), ~(E)) is isometric in Q(n, t), 
proving that, for any x,y~ V: 
(a) all the edges of any shortest path from x to y are pairwise nonequivalent with 
respect o 0, 
(b) an (x, y) = dec,,,)(e(x), ~(y)). 
Both statements (a) and (b) will be proved together, by induction on d := du(x, y ) )1 .  
They are trivially true for d = 1, because ~ is an edge preserving map, cf. (7). If d/> 2, let 
k=xok lX lkz  ... xa-lkaxa be any shortest xy-path in H, where Xo=X and xa=y. We 
have dn(x, xa- 1) =d-  1 and, by the induction hypothesis, k~, k* ..... k~'_ 1 are pairwise 
distinct and moreover de(., t)(~(x ), ~(xa- 1 )) = d -  1, de(., t)(O~(Xcl_ 1 ), 0~(y))  = 1. Therefore 
dQ~.,t)(~(x), ~(y))~< d. Actually the only difference between the two multisets ee(x~) and 
~(xi+ 1) is the multiplicity of the element k* ( i=0 ..... d). Therefore the only differences 
between the two multisets ~(x) and ~(xa 1) are the different multiplicities of each of 
the distinct elements k~,k2*  .... , k*a_~. It follows that we will get dQ~.,o(:e(x), ~(y))=d if 
we prove that k]' is different from all the k*,k* .. . . .  k~-l. As {Xo,Xl .. . . .  xa-1}c= 
H(Xa-l,ka), we have ]kic~H(xa x,ka)l~>2, and then k* #k]' ,  i=1 ..... d - l ,  by (4). 
Note that from (b) it follows that ~ is injective. 
Finally we have to prove that if {~(al) ..... ~(at)} is an edge of Q(n,t), then 
{ax ..... a,} is an edge of H. This, with (7) and the injectivity of ~, will complete the 
proof that ~ is an isomorphism from H onto ~(H). Actually 
dH(al,a2)=dQ(.,,)(et(al),ot(a2))=l, so that there exists an edge k6E such that 
{al,a2}C=k. This proves the property when t=2.  If t~>3, then we have 
dn(al, aj) = dn(a2, a j) = 1,for all j = 3 .... , t. By the bipartiteness of H, it must exist an 
element of k having distance zero from aj, so that ajEk for all j = 1 ..... t. In conclusion 
k= {al ..... at}, and this completes the proof of the lemma. [] 
From Lemmas 4 and 5 and from Remark 1, one obtains the noneasy parts of the 
following theorems, which generalize Theorems A and B, respectively. 
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Theorem 1. Let t >~2 be an integer. Let H be a t-uniform hypergraph. Then H is 
isometrically embeddable in a t-uniform cube-hypergraph if and only if H is bipartite and 
for any edge k of H and every xek  the set H(x,k) is convex. 
Theorem 2. Let t >~2 be an inteqer. Let H be a t-uniform hypergraph. Then H is 
isometrically embeddable in a t-uniform cube-hypergraph if and only if H is bipartite and 
the relation 0 is transitive. 
Note that the easy parts of the proofs go as follows. Let H=(V(H), E(H)) be an 
isometric subhypergraph of Q = Q(n, t). Then H is obviously bipartite and, for any 
edge k of H and every vertex xek, the set H(x,k) is convex in H because H(x,k)= 
V(H)c~Q(x, k) and Q(x, k) is convex in Q. Moreover the convexity of all these H(x, k) 
implies (actually is equivalent to) the transitivity of 0 on E(H), cf. Remark 1. 
Let H be a t-uniform hypergraph satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1. Following 
the corresponding concept for graphs in 1-3], define 
dim H := min{nl3~:H~Q(n, t) isometric embedding}. 
Theorem 3. Let H be a uniform hypergraph isometrically embeddable in a cube-hyper- 
graph. Then dim H = ]E(H)/O[, where 0 is the equivalence relation defined by (3), on the 
edge set E(H) of H. 
Proof. Let c~: H--*Q be any isometric embedding of H in a cube-hypergraph Q, and 
denote by 0' the correspondent equivalence r lation defined, as in (3), on the edge set 
E(Q) of Q. Then obviously, for any edges kl,k2eE(H), we have 
kl Ok2 ~ ~(kl)O' c~(k2). Therefore, if t is the common size of the edges of H, we get 
Q=Q(n,t) with n>~IE(H)/OI. [] 
Note that diam Q(n, t) = n, and that diam H ~< dim H, where the sign < can also hold. 
As final remark, we note that Theorems 1 and 2 can be easily generalized to 
characterize hypergraphs (not necessarily uniform) isometrically embeddable into 
cartesian products Q(1, tl)"' [] ..- [] Q(1, ts) "~. 
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